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Systematic Construction of Full Diversity
Algebraic Constellations
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Abstract—A simple and systematic approach for constructing full diversity -dimensional constellations, carved from lattices over a number
ring , is proposed for an arbitrary dimension . When
[ ],
the th cyclotomic number ring, all the possible dimensions that allow for
achieving the optimal minimum product distances using the proposed approach are determined. It turns out that one can construct optimal unifactors into
tary transformations using our construction if and only if
a power of 2 and powers of the primes dividing . For
not satisfying
these conditions, a method based on Diophantine approximation theory is
proposed to “optimize” the minimum product distance. A lower bound on
the product distance is given in this case, thus ensuring full diversity with
“good” minimum product distances. Furthermore, the proposed approach
subsumes the optimal unitary transformations proposed by Giraud et al.
= [ ] and
= [ ], while giving optimal unitary transover
formations for infinitely many new values of and .

=

Index Terms—Constellations, Diophantine approximation, diversity
methods, number fields, number rings.

I. INTRODUCTION
The design of full diversity algebraic constellations for the
Rayleigh-fading channel was pioneered by Boullé and Belfiore [1].
The main idea behind their work is to introduce redundancy in the
signal space1 (or signal space diversity) when the signal constellation
is carved from some algebraic lattices. Signal space diversity can be
obtained by applying fully diverse unitary transformations to inputs
drawn from lattices or multidimensional digital modulation signals
carved from a number ring, such as pulse amplitude modulation
(PAM) or quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) constellations.
The resulting constellations have the property that each point is
uniquely determined by any of its components which allows for the
possibility of retrieving the whole point if some of the components
are lost in a deep fade. Recent interest in full diversity unitary
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1Algebraic rotations do not expand the bandwidth of the transmitted signal,
and the rotated vectors at the output of the rotation have the same dimension as
the unrotated ones from the input constellation. However, rotations, in general,
induce an expansion of the input constellation at the component level (i.e., the
components of the rotated vectors have higher dynamic ranges than the input
constellation). This, generally, results in an increased peak-to-average power
ratio of the rotated constellation, e.g., in a similar way to orthogonal frequencydivision multiplexing (OFDM) signals.
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transformations includes applications to the construction of full
diversity linear space–time block constellations with optimized
coding gains [2]–[4].
Algebraic tools were used in [5]–[7] for constructing m-dimensional
transformations over the
of integers and the ring of Gaussian inp0ring
tegers [i], with i
1, for m = 2r , r  1, and over the ring of
Eisenstein integers [j ], with j
e2i=3 , for m = 3 2 2r , r  0.
For other values of m, one can construct these transformations as a
product of Givens planar rotations [8, p. 215], as proposed in [9] for
m = 2; . . . ; 5. The transformations obtained in this way, however, are
not necessarily optimal since one does not exploit all the degrees of
freedom (m2 ) of the unitary transformations’ manifold. More importantly, these transformations are dependent on the constellation over
which the planar Givens rotations were optimized: they are not necessarily fully diverse over high-order constellations carved from the same
ring. For example, the 2 2 2 unitary transformation

U

cos

i sin

i sin

cos

with = =4, which is constructed as a product of complex Givens
rotations in [10] is fully diverse over a binary phase-shift keying
(BPSK) constellation (over which the complex Givens rotations were
optimized) but is not fully diverse over any QAM constellations (e.g.,
consider U s , with s = (1; i)T ). Also, the ability to control the entries
of the unitary transformation U to be algebraic in a Galois extension
of that has the smallest possible degree [11] has been shown to be
crucial for constructing full rate and full diversity linear space–time
constellations in [4]. Such control over the entries of U is not feasible
when using computer-based search methods [9], [10], [12].
In this correspondence, we propose a simple and systematic construction of fully diverse unitary transformations, with an arbitrary dimension m, over number rings. We show that one can choose the entries
of the unitary transformation to be either algebraic in a Galois extension, or transcendental. We derive necessary and sufficient conditions
on the number ring R and the dimension m, under which our constructions achieve the optimal values of the minimum product distances over
R. As special cases of the proposed construction, we rederive
the optimal transformations in [5] when R = [i], for m = 2r , r  1 and
over [j ] for m = 3 2 2r , r  0. In these cases, the proposed constructions offer a new insight on the specificity of these values of m and R.
We also construct optimal transformations over R for infinitely many
new values for m and infinitely many new rings R, which have not
been previously reported in the literature. Furthermore, we present algebraic tools for optimizing the transformations in the dimensions and
rings where the optimal transformations cannot be found. In these scenarios, we give a lower bound on the minimum product distance for
finite constellations carved from these rings. Finally, we note that the
proposed construction is directly related to the computation of the determinant of a threaded space–time matrix [4, Lemmas 1–3].
II. NOTATION
The following notations are used throughout this correspondence.
The letter R denotes a ring, the ring of integers,
ring of
p01),[i] [the
complex integers (or Gaussian integers with i
j ] the ring
of Eisenstein integers (with j
e2i=3 ). The letter denotes a field,
the field of rational numbers, the field of real numbers, and
the field of complex numbers. For n integer, wn
e2i=n denotes
the nth root of unity, and [wn ] is the ring of algebraic integers in
the nth cyclotomic number field (wn ) [11]. For m and n integers,
(njm) denotes their greatest common divisor (if m and n are coprime,
then (njm) = 1). The number of integers less than n and coprime
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with it is given by the Euler 8-function 8(n). The letter S denotes
a multidimensional constellation carved from Rm where the ring R
and the dimension m are determined from the context. Further, upper
case boldface letters denote matrices and lower case boldface letters
denote vectors, with the symbols I and 0 denoting, respectively, the
identity matrix and the all-zero column vector of a size determined by
the context. Finally, the superscripts T , H , and 3 , denote the transpose,
Hermitian, and conjugate operators, respectively.
The following definitions [11] are also necessary for the development of our results.
Definition 1: A number ring R 
is the set of algebraic integers in a number field (i.e., a finite degree extension of the rational
numbers field ) equipped with the field binary operations + and 2.
We denote the information of the nonzero elements in R by R , i.e.,
R inf fjsj; s 6= 0 2 Rg (note that R is not necessarily attained
by a nonzero element from R). Finally, we denote by the field of fractions of R, i.e.,
f = : ; 2 R; 6= 0g (e.g., R = ; = ).
In the sequal, we restrict our attention to multidimensional constellations carved from number rings S  Rm , where a special attention is
devoted to cyclotomic number rings.
Definition 2: A unitary transformation U 2 C m2m , with U U H = I ,

is called fully diverse over the ring R if its product distance is nonzero
over U Rm nf0g. In particular, let s (s1 ; . . . ; sm )T 6= 0 2 Rm , and
x (x1 ; . . . ; xm )T = U s, then U is fully diverse if

DU (s)



m
k=1

jxk j 6= 0;

8 s 6= 0 2 Rm

(1)

where 
mm=2 is a normalization factor introduced here only for
the sake of simplification (as evident in the proof of Lemma 3). If U
is fully diverse then all constellations carved from U Rm have the full
diversity property. We defined the minimum product distance of U over
a multidimensional constellation S  Rm as

dU (S )

min DU (s):

s2Sn(0)

(2)

We call U optimal over S if for any unitary transformation V , we have
dU (S )  dV (S ). We call U optimal over Rm if 9S0  Rm such that
for any unitary transformation V , we have
dU (S )  dV (S );
8S  Rm such that S  S0 : (3)
We hasten to stress that the optimality criterion adopted here is inspired by the minimum product distance of unconstrained multidimensional constellations carved from Rm with m 2 + .2 In the sequel,
we will identify the scenarios where this criterion implies the optimality of the minimum product distances of all finite constellations
corresponding to inputs carved from R.
III. THE CONSTRUCTION
Before stating our main result, we present two lemmas that characterize optimal unitary transformations over number rings.
Lemma 3: Let U be a unitary transformation. When the elements of
U , ukl ; k; l = 1; . . . ; m, belong to a field (or a ring R0 ) that contains
the number ring R, then U is optimal over Rm if DU (s) 2 Rnf0g,
8 s 6= 0 2 Rm .
Proof: Let s = (s1 ; 0; . . . ; 0)T , then

DU (s) =  js1 jm
2Definition

m

k=1

juk j:
1

2, though technical, is intended to reflect this fact.

(4)
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Since U U H

Theorem: Let R be a number ring, 1 ; . . . ; m 2 with jk j = 1,
k = 1; . . . ; m, and F m be the m 2 m discrete Fourier transform (DFT)

= I ;, we have
m
k=1

juk j = 1:
1

2

(5)

fkl =

Applying the Cauchy inequality theorem, we obtain
m
juk1 j2 1
m
k=1
2
juk1 j
 m = m:
k=1

U
(7)

0

2

We note here that full diversity is a necessary condition for optimality. This lemma specifies the notion of optimality of the transformation U , especially when one has a lower bound on the minimal absolute value of the elements of R (e.g., for R = , [i], [j ] one has
R = 1). In fact, when R = 1, the optimal unitary transformation
will maximize the minimum product distance for all finite constellations carved from R. Since all known digital modulations are carved
from the cyclotomic integer rings [wn ] [13], it is important to know
the optimal values of the minimum product distances as a function of
n. One can easily prove the following [11], [14].
Lemma 4:

= 1;
] = 0;

[w

n = 1; 2; 3; 4; 6
n = 5 or n > 6:

(

1)(

1)=m

l; k = 1; . . . ; m:

Then, the unitary transformation

2

[w ]

2

(6)

S
dU (S )  minfjsjm 2 S D ; s =
6 0g  minfjsj 2 S D ; s 6= 0g
where S D is the range (in R) spanned by the components of S and
the last inequality follows since R contains 1. Therefore, as the constellation S grows, the best minimum product distance one can attain
approaches R as S tends to Rm . Hence, U is optimal if DU (s) 2
Rnf0g, 8 s =
6 0 2 Rm .
2

p1m e0 i l0 k0

3
= p1m wm(k01)(l01) ;

Substituting the above inequality in (4), we conclude
m
DU (s) =  js1 jm
juk1 j  js1 jm :
k=1
It follows that 9S0 such that 8S

matrix with entries

(8)
(9)

This result is directly related to the fact that the constellations carved
from , [i], and [j ] have a constant minimum squared Euclidean distance of 1 (within a normalization depending only on the energy of the
constellation). In these cases, the optimal unitary transformations will
achieve the optimal minimum product distance for any finite constellations.
The phase-shift keying (PSK) constellations carved from [wn ]
(with n = 5 or n > 6), on the other hand, have a minimum Euclidean
distance that goes to zero as n increases. The notion of full diversity
still holds in these cases as well since dU (S ) tends to zero when
increasing the size of the constellation, but can be guaranteed to
never attain this value for any finite constellation S . As shown in the
following, our construction will guarantee a nonzero lower bound
on the minimum product distance that depends on the size of the
constellation.
We observe that, in practice, it may not be beneficial to construct rotated multidimensional constellations using PSK inputs since, by doing
so, one looses the constant modulus property of these constellations.
Nonetheless, proposing good unitary transformations over [wn ] is interesting for other constellations carved from this ring which have good
minimal squared Euclidean distances that do not vanish in the limit.
Such constellations can arise from rotating m-dimensional constellations over or [i] by unitary transformations with elements in (wn )
as in [3]. Now, we state the main result.

FH
m diag(1 ; 2 ; . . . ; m )

(10a)

is fully diverse over R if 1 = 1; 2 = 1=m ; . . . ; m = (m01)=m ,
and  is chosen such that f1; ; . . . ; m01 g are algebraically independent over R. Such a choice of  includes:
1)  transcendental:  = ei , with  6= 0 2 algebraic;

2)  algebraic of degree  m over , the field of fractions of
R, such that f1; ; . . . ; m01 g is a basis or part
of a basis of
() over (i.e., the degree of  over is m0  m such that
f1; ; . . . ; m 01 g is a basis of () over ).

More strongly, when R = [wn ], our construction yields optimal unitary transformations if and only if

 = wn ; when n is even: n = 2t
 = w2n ; when n is odd: n = p1t
r
m = 2r 2 p1r 2 1 1 1 2 pf

2 pt 2 1 1 1 2 pft
2 1 1 1 2 pft
1

(10b)
(10c)
(10d)

where p1 ; . . . ; pf are odd primes and f , t0 ; . . . tf , r0 ; . . . ; rf , are positive integers. In particular, R = [i] implies that the optimal unitary transformations using our construction in (10a) are only possible
for m = 2r ; r  0 and R = [j ] implies that they only exist for
m = 2r 3r ; r0  0; r1  0. These two special cases include all the
optimal transformations in [5].
The proof is deferred to the Appendix.
Note that for R = [i], we obtain the optimal unitary transformations (up to a permutation3 ) found in [5] as the Vandermonde matrix of
the roots of X m 0 i, where the Vandermonde matrix can be easily put
in the form given in (10a). In addition, we prove that these are the only
possible values of m. For R = [j ], we also find the optimal transformations in [1] for m = 3 2 2r , r1  0 and propose new optimal
constructions for other values m = 2r 3r , r0  0; r1  1. Also, our
approach generalizes, and makes precise, the one adopted first in [15]
(for multidimensional OFDM signals), and utilized later in [16, Construction B]4 (for space–time signals equivalent to those in [2] over
[i]), for arbitrary dimensions and arbitrary number rings.
If one restricts R = [wn ], then full diversity unitary transformations can still be found for m not satisfying (10d) with good minimum product distances. Achieving the optimal minimum product distance using our construction is, however, not possible in these scenarios
since  should be chosen of a higher degree than the degree of wn
in order to make dU (S ) 6= 0 for S  [wn ]m . From the proof of
the Theorem, one can see that this implies dU (S ) 62 [wn ] for arbitrary S 2 [wn ]m ; indeed, its value expresses the simultaneous Diophantine approximation of f1; ; . . . ; m01 g by numbers from [wn ].
3In fact, the construction (10a) is a direct extension of the construction in [5]
since the relation between the DFT and Vandermonde matrices is well established in standard textbooks such as [8]. The latter relation was also considered
in [19] when
is a power of 2.
4The so-called Construction A in [16] is, in fact, the cyclotomic construction
of Giraud et al. [5] using Vandermonde matrices, and therefore, is also a special
case of our construction for
powers of 2 and
[] .
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Therefore, choosing  such that f1; ; . . . ; m01 g are badly approximated over [wn ] enhances the minimum product distance. One possible choice of  is an algebraic integer with the smallest degree that
satisfies the Theorem [17, Liouville’s Approximation Theorem]. In this
case, by choosing  to be algebraic such that f1; ; . . . ; m01 g is a
basis or part of a basis of () over [wn ], one has the following
lower bound on minimum product distance of a finite constellation
S  [wn ]m [17]:

1
dU (S ) 
(2 + m )m(d01)

(11)

where d is the minimal degree of the number field that contains 
and the entries of S (i.e., d is the maximum of the degrees of  and
wn ), and  is a quantity that depends only on the maximum absolute
value of the components of the vectors in the finite constellation S [17],
[3], [4]. The proof is directly related to the simultaneous approximation of algebraic numbers by other algebraic numbers [17, p. 34]. This
proof is presented in [3], [4], and is omitted here for brevity. In order
to maximize this lower bound (11), one needs to choose  algebraic
with the smallest possible degree which satisfies the main theorem.
For example, for m = 5 and n = 4, one needs to choose  = wq
of degree 8(q )  m. One can readily verify that the smallest number
satisfying this is q = 7. Indeed, we have found that  = w7 gives a
local optimal value, with respect to the possible choices of , for the
minimum product distance when using a 4-QAM constellation carved
from [i]. Although dU (S ) may decrease when increasing the size of
the constellation in this case, one can easily see from our result that
this choice of  gives a fully diverse transformation over all constellations carved from [i]. As a general rule, to maximize the lower bound
in (11) for n = 4 (when m is not a power of 2), one should choose
 = wq with the first prime such that q 0 1  m. This rule also
applies for n and m not satisfying (10d), where one chooses  = wq
with q the smallest prime such that f1; ; . . . ; m01 g are independent
over [wn ]. This rule, however, does not always give the (global) optimal  for a given finite constellation carved from [wn ]. In Table I
we present the minimum product distances achieved by the proposed
unitary transformation with a normalized 4-QAM input for different
values of m. For m = 5; 6; 7,  chosen by the above rule is found to
give local optima of the minimum product distances; however, this is
not the case when choosing  = w5 for m = 3.5 As expected, for m
satisfying (10d),  = w4 gives global optima. In Table II, we report
the minimum product distances of the proposed rotations with m = 2
and n-PSK input constellations (with n = 4; 8; 16; 32; 64). As predicted by the optimality criterion of Lemma 3, we found  = wn to
yield global optima in all these cases. Also, note that the exponent in
the lower bound in (11), m(d 0 1), is minimized when  and m satisfy the constraints (10b)–(10d), i.e., when the optimality criterion in
Lemma 3 is satisfied.
Remarks:
1) The general construction in (10a) allows for more degrees of
freedom by simultaneously optimizing 1 ; . . . ; m , especially
for the dimensions m that are not powers of the primes dividing
n. This line of research is under investigation. The transcendental
choice of  can be of interest in some cases. For example, selecting  randomly over the unit circle gives a fully diverse unitary transformation with probability 1. This is because the probability that  will be algebraic is zero since the algebraic numbers
are of measure zero in [18]. Such random unitary transformations where considered in [19].

=

=

5In this special case, we have found
and
to give local
optima of the minimum product distance over this constellation of 0 268 and
0 4854, respectively.
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TABLE I
THE MINIMUM PRODUCT DISTANCES WHEN USING CONSTRUCTION (10a) OVER
[]
DIFFERENT ROTATED -DIMENSIONAL 4-QAM CONSTELLATIONS

TABLE II
THE MINIMUM PRODUCT DISTANCES WHEN USING CONSTRUCTION (10a) OVER
DIFFERENT ROTATED 2-DIMENSIONAL -PSK CONSTELLATIONS
[ ]

TABLE III
THE MINIMUM PRODUCT DISTANCES WHEN USING CONSTRUCTION (10a)
OVER DIFFERENT ROTATED -DIMENSIONAL 8-QAM CONSTELLATIONS

[]

[ ]

2) Instead of choosing 1 ; . . . ; m on the unit circle, one can allow
them to be chosen from , where U is normalized by the norm of
the vector (1 ; . . . ; m ) to ensure constant average power. This
can be useful, for example, if one wishes to use full diversity
real constellations [2], [12], [4] or to allocate different powers to
different symbols as in signal space coding for multiuser applications [20]. For example, when m = 2, the product distance is
given by

DU (s) = j21 s12 0 22 s22 j

(12)


with s 2 2 . It is clear that choosing 1 and 2 such that 
is not a square in
guarantees the full diversity property. As
discussed in Lemma 3, if one can further guarantee that DU (s) 2
+
for all s 6= (0; 0)T , then one optimizes the minimum product
distance. p
Suchpchoice includes 1 = 1 and 2 any quadratic
residue ( 2; 3; . . .).
3) Some important digital modulations may belong to a union of
cyclotomic number rings, e.g., the most energy-efficient 8-QAM
constellation given by

f1 + i; 1 0 i; 01 + i; 01 0 i; ; 0 ; i; 0 ig  [i] [ [j ]
p

with = 1+ 3 [13]. It is straightforward to apply our construction to this case using the rules above. For example, Table III lists
the minimum product distances of the proposed rotated m-dimensional constellations with inputs from the above (normalized) 8-QAM constellation. Local optima are obtained for  =
w4 w6 , w5 w6 , and w4 w6 , respectively.
IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS
We have proposed a systematic construction of fully diverse unitary
transformations for constellations carved from number rings, which include all PAM, QAM, and PSK constellations. Multidimensional constellations carved from number rings are anticipated to arise in future
high data rate wireless communication systems, especially those that
employ multiple antennas [4]. Given a multidimensional constellation
from a number ring that is optimized for the additive white Gaussian
noise channel, one can apply the unitary transformations proposed here
in order to make it suitable for fading channels.
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APPENDIX
PROOF OF THE THEOREM
Before giving the proof, we need the following results on cyclotomic
number fields [1].
Lemma 5: The degree of (wn ) over equals [ (wn ) : ] =
8(n), the Euler-8 function, which satisfies the relations
8(p 2 q) = 8(p) 2 8(q);
for (pjq ) = 1
(13)
0
1
8(p ) = p 2 (p 0 1); for p prime:
(14)
Further, every conjugate of wn is an nth root of unity and not an mth
root of unity for any m < n. If n is even, then the only roots of unity
in (wn ) are the nth roots of unity (i.e., wnk ; k  1). If n is odd, then
the only ones (in addition to wnk ; k  1) are the 2nth roots of unity
(w2kn ; k  1). Furthermore, the nth cyclotomic fields, for n even, are
all distinct and pairwise nonisomorphic.
Lemma 6: All wnk , 1  k  n, (kjn) = 1 are conjugates of wn . It
follows that (wn ) contains all the conjugates of wn , thus, (wn ) is a
Galois extension of (i.e., (wnk )= (wn ) for 1  k  n, (kjn) = 1).
Furthermore, f1; (wnk ); (wnk )2 ; . . . ; (wnk )(n)01 g is a basis of (wn )
over , for 1  k  n, (kjn) = 1.
Proof of the Theorem
Let s
given by

(s1 ; . . . ; sm )T 2 Rm , then the product distance of U s is
( )=

DU s

m
1 s1

k=1

+ 1 1 1 + m sm (wmk )m01

:

(15)

First, define the following threaded space–time matrix [4]:

( )=

M s

1 s1

m sm

2 s2

1 s1

..
.

..
.

m sm

m01 sm01

...
...
..

2 s2
3 s3

...

:

..
.

.

(16)

1 s1

Since M (s)T is circulant, it is diagonalizable using the DFT as follows
[21], [22]:

( )T = F Hm diag(1 ; . . . ; m )F m

M s

(17)

1;l = s1m , X l;l = slm , and the terms Xk;l contain the crossing
where X
terms of m
t=1 sk 2 R; kt 2 f1; . . . ; lg; and t = 61; t = 1; . . . ; l;
is defined as above.
We first prove the full diversity property of transformation U (10a)
over R. Suppose now that 1 = 1; 2 = ; . . . ; m = (m01)=m ;
and  is chosen such that f1; ; 2 ; . . . ; m01 g are algebraically independent over R. Further, suppose that DU (s) = 0 for a given s 6=
0 2 Rm . Then, (18) gives Xk = 0, k = 1; . . . ; m. Particularly, one
m = 0 giving sm = 0. Substituting in (19) gives
has Xm = sm
( ) = j det M (sm01 )j = 0; gives
= 1 X1;m01 + 1 1 1 + m01 X m01;m01 m02 = 0

DU s

(20)
(21)

m01;m01 = 0 giving sm01 = 0. Re-perwhich, in turns, implies X
forming this substitution in (19) gives successively sm02 = sm03 =
1 1 1 = s1 = 0, which contradicts the hypothesis. Therefore,
U is a
fully diverse unitary transformation over R if f1; ; 2 ; . . . ; m01 g
are algebraically independent over R. To ensure that U is fully diverse,
the Diophantine number  can be chosen either transcendental or algebraic. Let  = ei with  6= 0 real, then f0; i; 2i; . . . ; (m 0 1)ig
are all distinct algebraic numbers. Therefore, [17, Lindemann theorem,
pp. 51-71] states that f1; ei ; e2i ; . . . ; e(m01)i g are transcendental
and algebraically independent over any set of algebraic numbers, and
particularly over R. Similarly, choosing  such that () is an extension of , the field of fractions of R, with f1; ; 2 ; . . . ; m01 g as a
basis or part of a basis of () over R yields the desired full diversity
property. This proves the first part of the theorem which is related to
guaranteeing a nonzero minimum product distance.
To prove the second part, which is related to the maximization of
the minimum product distance (optimal transformations), we restrict
ourselves to consider R = [wn ], and we quantify n; m; and  that
give us the optimal transformations. The main idea in the proof is to
use (18) in order to test the choices of  which make dU (S ) 2 R, and
then to look for the possible choices of m that make dU (S ) 6= 0 using
(15). Note that from (18) we can see that in order to have DU (s) 2
[wn ], one needs  2 [wn ]. Since jj = 1, one chooses  = wn
when n is even, and  = w2n for n odd6 (using Lemma 5 ). Now, we
examine the eigenvalues of matrix M (s)(15) for this choice of  for
both possibilities of n.
1) When n is even: then, the eigenvalues of matrix M (s)(15) are
given by

where
k

= 1 s1 + 2 s2 (wmk ) + 1 1 1 + m sm (wmk )m01 ;

k

= 1; . . . ; m

are the eigenvalues of M (s). Therefore, one clearly has

= s1 + s2 wn (wmk )+ 1 1 1 + sm wn (wmk )m01 ;
nk+1 + 1 1 1 + s wnk+1 m01 ;
= s1 + s2 wnm
m nm

=1; . . . ; m
k =1; . . . ; m:

k

(22)

j det(M (s))j = DU (s):
On the other hand, using the results for threaded matrices from [4,
Lemma 3], it follows that by choosing 1 = 1; 2 = 1=m ; . . . ; m =
(m01)=m
, one has


det M (s) = 1 X1 + 2 X2  + 1 1 1 + m Xm m01 ;

(18)

m 2 R, the terms X contain the
where X1 = s1m , Xm = sm
k
m
crossing terms of l=1 sk 2 R, kl 2 f1; . . . ; mg, and k = 61;
k = 1; . . . ; m; is the signature of thread `k which depends on its
positions in the matrix M (s) (the thread `k is defined here by the
positions of sk in the threaded matrix M (s) [4]). One also proves that
setting sl (s1 ; s2 ; . . . ; sl01 ; 0; . . . ; 0)T gives [4, Lemma 1]

det M (sl ) = 1 X1;l + 2 X2;l  + 1 1 1 + l Xl;l

k

l01


(19)

Therefore, it becomes clear that, for this choice of , the only possible
values of m are the ones that allow for

nk+1 ;
1; wnm

nk+1

wnm

2

;

...;

nk+1 m01

wnm

to be algebraically independent over [wn ] for k = 1; . . . ; m. In other
words, it is necessary to have (wnm ) as an extension of degree m
over (wn ). Using the Galois theorem [11], we obtain

[ (wnm ) : ] = [ (wnm ) : (wn )] 2 [ (wn ) : ]

=

(23)

6Choosing
in this case makes
( )
[
], but it does
guarantee the full diversity property only for particular values of
that are
included in the case
=
as proved later.
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which, by using Lemma 5, implies the following necessary condition
on m:

8(nm) = m8(n):

(24)

t
To resolve (24) one writes n = pt0 21 1 12pf , with p0 = 2; p1 ; . . . ; pf
primes different from 2, and f; t0 ; . . . ; tf positive integers. One also
r
v
writes m = pr0 2 . . . 2 pf 2 q0v 21 1 12 pg , with q0 ; . . . ; qg primes
different from p0 ; . . . ; pf , and g; r0 ; . . . ; rf ; v0 ; . . . ; dg positive integers. Using Lemma 5, the condition on m in (24) implies

t +r 01
p0t +r 01 (p0 0 1) 2 1 1 1 2 pf
(pf 0 1)
v 01
v
0
1
2 q0 (q0 0 1) 2 1 1 1 2 qg (qg 0 1) =
r
t 01
t
p0 01 (p0 0 1) 2 1 1 1 2 pf (pf 0 1) 2 p0r 2 1 1 1 2 pf
2 q0v 2 1 1 1 2 pgv
(25)
which implies that q0 = 1 1 1 = qg = 1, and the only possibility is that
m contains powers of the primes that divide n, i.e., m = p0r 2 . . . 2
r
pf . Given this necessary condition on m, one needs to verify that

2

nk+1 ; wnk+1 ; . . . ; wnk+1
1; wnm
nm
nm

m01

are algebraically independent over [wn ] for k = 1; . . . ; m. For that,
nk+1 is a root of the minimal polynomial
one first observes that wnm
(X ) = X m 0 wn over [wn ] for k = 1; . . . ; m. Therefore, it suffices to prove that they are conjugate in order to prove the Theorem for
n even. To this end, one observes that for this choice of m

(nk + 1jnm) = 1;

8 k = 1; . . . ; m

because nk + 1 is not divisible by 2; p1 ; . . . ; pf , since

mod(nk + 1; pl ) = 1;

for l = 1; . . . ; f:

nk+1 , k = 1; . . . ; m are conTherefore, using Lemma 6 implies that wnm
jugates. Hence, dU (S ) 6= 0 2 R for n even and m chosen such that it
only contains powers of the primes that divide n.
2) When n is odd: then, the eigenvalues of matrix M (s)(15) are
given by
k )+ 1 1 1 + s w
k m01 ; k =1; . . . ; m
k = s1 + s2 w2n (wm
m 2n (wm )
m
nk+1 + 1 1 1 + s w2nk+1 01 ;
k =1; . . . ; m:
= s1 + s2 w22nm
m 2nm
(26)
We follow exactly the same approach as above, where one has the new
necessary condition

8(2nm) = m8(n)

(27)

since one needs (w2nm ) to be an extension of degree m over (wn ).
To solve (27), one decomposes n and m into primes, where in this
case, one obtains the only solution for m satisfying (27), that is, m =
2r 2 p1r 2 . . . 2 pfr , where p1 ; . . . ; pf are all the primes (different
from 2) that divide n. Note that one can still have 2 among the primes
dividing m in this case, because 8(2r ) = 2r 01 (2 0 1) = 2r 01 .
Given this necessary choice of m, one verifies that

2

nk+1 ; w2nk+1 ; . . . ; w2nk+1
1; w22nm
2nm
2nm

m01

are algebraically independent over [wn ] for k = 1; . . . ; m. For
+1
that, one again notes that w2nk
nm is a root of the minimal polynomial

3349

= X m 0 w2n over [wn ] for k = 1; . . . ; m. Therefore, it
suffices to prove that these numbers are conjugate in order to prove
the Theorem for n odd. Observe that for this choice of m

(X )

(2nk + 1j2nm) = 1; 8 k = 1; . . . ; m
because nk + 1 is not divisible by 2, p1 ; . . . ; pf , since mod(nk +
1; pl ) = 1 for l = 1; . . . ; f . Therefore, using Lemma 6 implies that
nk+1 ; k = 1; . . . ; m are conjugates. Therefore, dU (S ) 6= 0 2 R for
wnm

n odd and m chosen such that it only contains powers of the primes that
divide n in addition to powers of 2. Finally, note that choosing  = wn
gives the same results as  = w2n , but limits the choice of m to only
contain powers of primes that divide n if m and n satisfy (24), since
one needs now to have (wnm ) as an extension of degree m over the
cyclotomic field (wn ).
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